§ 1942.107 Priorities.

(a) Eligible applications must be selected for processing in accordance with §1942.15(c) of subpart A of this part 1942.

(b) The District Director must score each eligible application in accordance with §1942.17(c)(2)(iii) of subpart A of this part 1942. The District Director must then notify the State Director of the score, proposed loan amount, and other pertinent data. The State Director should determine as soon as possible if the project has sufficient priority for further processing and notify the District Director. Normally, this consultation should be handled by telephone and documented in the running record.

(c) Applicants who appear eligible but do not have the priority necessary for further consideration at this time should be notified that funds are not available, requested to advise whether they wish to have their application maintained for future consideration and given the following notice:

You are advised against incurring obligations which would limit the range of alternatives to be considered, or which cannot be fulfilled without FmHA or its successor agency under Public Law 103–354 funds until the funds are actually made available. Therefore, you should refrain from such actions as initiating engineering and legal work, taking actions which would have an adverse effect on the environment, taking options on land rights, developing detailed plans and specifications, or inviting construction bids until notified by Farmers Home Administration (FmHA) or its successor agency under Public Law 103–354 to proceed.

§ 1942.108 Application docket preparation and review.

(a) Guides. Application dockets should be developed in accordance with §1942.2(c) of subpart A of this part 1942.

(b) [Reserved]

(c) Budgets. All applicants must complete Form FmHA or its successor agency under Public Law 103–354 442–7, “Operating Budget,” except as provided in this paragraph. Applicants with annual incomes not exceeding $100,000 may, with concurrence of the District Director, use Form FmHA or its successor agency under Public Law 103–354 1942–52, “Cash Flow Projection,” instead of Form FmHA or its successor agency under Public Law 103–354 442–7. Projections should be provided for the current year and each year thereafter until the facility is expected to have been in operation for a full year and a full annual installment paid on the loan.

(d) Letter of conditions. The District Director should prepare and issue a letter of conditions in accordance with §1942.5(a)(1) and (c) of subpart A of this part 1942.

(e) Organizational review. As early in the application process as practical, the approval official should obtain copies of organization documents from each applicant and forward them through the State Office to the Regional Attorney for review and comments. The Regional Attorney’s comments should be received and considered before obligation of funds.

(f) National Office review. Applications that require National Office review will be submitted in accordance with §1942.5(b) of subpart A of this part 1942.

(g) State Office review. The State Office must monitor fire and rescue and other small community facility project loanmaking and servicing and provide guidance, assistance, and training as necessary to ensure the activities are accomplished in an orderly manner consistent with the Agency’s regulations. The processing office should request advice and assistance from the State Office as needed. The State Director may require all or part of a specific application docket to be submitted to the State Office for review at